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Service and repair
1. This machine from the date of purchase (with a note) host
a year warranty. Quality problems within one year have free
repair, such as the problems after one year will receive
maintenance costs. Other has been guarantee deadline, can
be responsible for maintenance, but charge spare parts and
consumables cost fee. If need supplement or purchase,
please contact our company.

2. Causes the following use of personal failure, does not
provide free warranty service.
1) The unauthorized entry, modification caused the failure of
the product;
2) Use accidentally blows, falls caused by the fault;
3) Lack of reasonable maintenance caused the failure;
4) Did not at the correct guidance of instructions caused by
the fault.

Maintenance Report

Product Name ：___________ Date of Purchase ：_______________

Suboffice：___________ Add：________________ Tel：__________

Customer Name：________ Add：_____________ Tel：___________

Maintenance Date Trouble Reason Trouble Remark
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Method of use: you can use to go once every other day,
1015 minutes every time. Suggested two or three times a
week, the skin will have a significant effect.
Operation instruction:
1. Conect the host with the connection lines one by one
according to the diagram.
2. turn on the power switch.
3. press start switch.
4.Selection of extreme temperature HOT model, the
temperature value is selected as 040℃, painted cream or
liquid on the face before operation , in accordance with the
personal benefit from setting the appropriate temperature.
5. Select the RF EMS output intensity: pressing (press open,
then press for recovery)  RF rotary button adjustment
strength; strength should be selected according to the
individual benefit of determined, for the first time use,
suggest moderate or weak intensity, then gradually increase
the intensity.
6. After the completion of the HOT operation mode, select
the mode of operation of COOL, 10℃ to 5℃, the operation
method is the same with the HOT mode.
7. After the operation is finished, please close the operation
interface and cut off the power supply.

Product name: SKIN COOL
Rated Voltage: 110V220V common use
Out frequency: 40.68HZ50HZ
Power: 50W
Tempature: Cold 10°, Hot 40°
Size: 280（W)*280(D)*100(H)MM
Weight: 1.5KG
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SKIN COOL has three features.Mainly used as "DNA cells
injection course of" Korean medical beauty. Now in more
than 700 thousand have been used SKIN COOL instrument,
can use the COOL operation, at the same time inject the
essence, make the skin cells to absorb the products up to
80%, the penetration ratio is more than 20 times, SKIN
COOL instrument has 10 effects:

1. Promote lymph circulation.

2. Minus the expression lines, light bitter lines.

3. Remove the dark yellow skin and edema.

4. Minus double chin.

5. Efectively eliminate dark circles and eye pouch.

6. Shrink pores, promote blood circulation.

7. Anti wrinkle, enhance eyes round.

8. Activate collagen layer to promote skin cell regeneration.

9. Enhance more skin elastic, more compact.

10. Enhance facial contours, promote fat dissolution.
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SKIN COOL indicator diagram

EMS + COOL & HOT course:
HOT+EMS：HOT import + EMS can receive more than

Course operation tips：
1.40000 Dalton solution, through the temporary microporous
membrane directly absorbed by the skin cells.
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Neck lines double chin
To eliminate double chin, chin contour clear, how the recent
low angle shots are not afraid, and the neck skin becomes
more compact, dodge neck lines, thereby blocking your
young secret.

Methods: place the probe close to double chin, back behind
the ears, and from behind the ears down to the clavicle
artery location, and then in the opposite direction, by the
collar bone light force to pull up to the jawbone, then pull
back to double chin forward position, the whole movement
repeat 3 times.

Lymphatic facial surgery
1.SKIN COOL instrument can dredge lymphoid, enhance the
capacity of detoxification and remove edema, to make the
future beauty course play the strongest effect.
Methods: place the probe to the clavicle artery location to
outgoing circle to behind the ears, and favorable along the
aorta down to the starting point (collar bone nearly artery
location), the whole movement repeat 3 times.

Wrinkles removal and rejuvenation
Before the massage, must evenly apply to the face and neck
with the essence.
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Note: pouch part without massaging looped, simply pull by
the canthus keep along the temple up eye bags and keep 1
cm distance with eyes, avoid to cause not unobstructed.

Wrinkles removal and rejuvenation

No matter how good your maintenance, a deep hard lines,
can make you decades older, using SKIN COOL instrument
help regenerate muscle layer of collagen, increase elasticity,
decrease hard wrinkles, stay young forever.

Methods:
1. Place the probe close to chin, in order to draw the C word
method, gently on to philtrum position, place on the philtrum
position, for the C word method again, light force landed on
the chin, the whole movement repeat 3 times.

2. Place the probe wrinkles location close to the mouth,
gently outward looped to the top of the wrinkles beside
(nose), light force down again back to the corners of the
mouth wrinkle position, the whole movement repeat 3 times.
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2.COOL+EMS:Use of  10 ° freezing function, make the skin
cells to absorb and lock and after shut down.
Note: it's best to do HOT thermal + EMS electroporation,
redo frozen injection + electroporation, so it can make
moisture into the skin nutrition is well locked and contractive
pore effect.
By injecting 10 degrees of freezing, the principle and
essence to be worn out pulsation frequency cells into cells,
promote products increased 80% utility, to enhance the
repair and improve skin problems.

HOT injection technique to cell —using serum or
essence injection

Cell injection efficacy, reduce the fine lines, promote cell
regeneration, increase skin absorption capacity;
Penetration of nutrition essence, stimulate cell vitality,
compact skin relaxation;
Nourish cells, increase blood circulation, stimulate
metabolism.
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COOL and extremely slow injection technology
Anti allergy, relieve, close pores, restore skin, sedative
effect,
Strengthen skin elasticity, improve skin regeneration
capacity.
Increase the absorption capacity of the skin, keep the skin
moist and soft.

Shrink pores and bright nose method
Collagen hyperplasia, increase elasticity. Coarse pores,
such as the nose next to the face position, has obvious effect
in the course of contraction. The probe close to the nose,
forced to massage as a circle to the nose, the action is
repeated 3 times.

Invincible V face method
Tighten facial muscles, remove edema, compact skin, shape
V face, while accelerating the blood circulation, to remove
yellow skin, skin whiten and turn red, make pore more
compact.
1. The probe is close to the chin, outward circle to the ear
beads along beside the ear pull back to the ear, the ear
down to the clavicle, and then in the opposite direction, the
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clavicle light force pulled up into the jawbone, then pulled
forward back to the chin position, the action is repeated 3
times.
2.The probe is close to the mouth, outside a circle to the ear,
and then pull back along the ear to ear, from the ear to the
clavicle to drop down, and then in the opposite direction, the
clavicle light force pulled up into the jawbone, then pulled
back to the mouth forward position, the action is repeated 3
times.
3.The probe close to the zygomatic bone (near the nose),
outward circle to the ear, and then pull back along the ear to
ear, from the ear to the clavicle to drop down, and then in the
opposite direction, the clavicle light force pulled up into the
jawbone, then pulled forward back to view the bone, the
action is repeated 3 times.

Eye rims & Eye pouch
Make collagen regeneration, remove edema, skin, remove
eye pouch, eye wrinkles disappear naturally. At the same
time stimulate the blood circulation, reduce dark circles, so
that the eyes become beautiful and moving. The probe close
to the pouch position, from the eyes of about 1CM, pull to the
temple, the action is repeated 3 times.
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SKIN COOL

Hot & Cold & EMS rejuvenation instrument

Thank you for buying this product
Please read the instruction carefully before using.

Thank you for your cooperation!
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